Summarizing the whole support of a random variable into minimum volume sets of its probability density function is studied in the paper. We prove that the level sets of a probability density function correspond to minimum volume sets and also determine the conditions for which the inverse proposition is verified. The distribution function of the level cuts of a density function is also introduced.
Introduction
There exist several theories to model uncertainty in non-deterministic processes or experiments, including probability theory and possibility theory [Zad78] . In both conceptual frameworks, uncertainty in variables is modeled by functions defined over sets, probability measures and possibility distributions, respectively.
In addition both theories provide more manageable functions defined over single-values that also model the uncertainty, probability density functions (pdf ) and possibility measures, respectively. These singlevalued functions are uniquely determined from the set-valued functions by the integral and maximum operators, respectively. Aside of being more manageable than the set-valued functions, they can be also visualized for up to three-dimensional variables. A probability density function indicates the likelihood for any value to be taken by the variable in question. Despite the information that may be lost, it is often necessary to summarize the whole support of a random variable according to its probability distribution into a set or a single value. For example, when predicting the response of a system for which the variable response is a random variable. Depending on the situation, a different set or a different single value may be used. For example, when the mean squared error 1 cost function is applied, the mean value is the only value of the support of the variable that minimizes it. When the distance d(x,ẋ) = 0 iff x =ẋ, 1
otherwise, is applied, the single values that minimize it are the global modes 2 of the density function.
There are different techniques to summarize a density function into a set. For unimodal and symmetric distributions such as a Gaussian, symmetric intervals about the mean are the most reasonable choice.
For example in [KLRK97] the authors refer to the "three sigma" rule: values for which |x − µ| > 3σ, where µ is the mean and σ the standard deviation, are classified as "impossible". This type of intervals are often used to eliminate outliers. The integral outside of this type of intervals, is the error that the random variable is erroneously classified as an outlier, or in other words, that an observation of the random variable takes a value outside the interval. For non-symmetric distributions, we can take as a "possible" set, the values inside the interval between the 0.05 th , and 99.95 th percentile limits. As in the "three sigma" rule for the Gaussian case, the error is equal to 0.1, but there is a crucial difference:
opposed to the Gaussian case, it could occur that some values outside of interval have a higher density than values inside it, i.e., for a fixed value x inside the interval there exists one or more values x outside of the interval such that f (x) ≤ f (x ). This clashes with the following principle:
If a value x is "possible", a "more" probable 3 value x is "possible" too.
1 Mean of the square Euclidean distances between the actual response of the system and predicted values. 2 A global mode is a value where the probability density function achieves its global maximum. 3 Although the probability for any single value is equal to zero since it is the integral of the density function on a null-Lebesgue set, it still makes sense when comparing single values probabilities by using the density function.
For non-symmetric distribution, there is not such a "centre" of the distribution from which to construct symmetric intervals verifying the above principle. The only approach that avoids this inconvenience consists of choosing set of "possible" values with the highest density values, which corresponds to the level set 4 of the density function which probability is equal to α, being 1 − α a given fixed error.
In this paper we prove that the level sets of density functions correspond to regions with the minimum volume or Lebesgue measure for a given error 1 − α. This regions are also called modal sets [Pol95] . This means, that given a level set A y = {x : f (x) ≥ y} with P(A y ) = α, for all A ⊆ R such that P(A) = α,
, A y has minimum volume. For continuous density functions this has already been proven by methods described in [NK99] and based on the concept of excess mass function which, for a fixed level cut y is defined as
This function is maximized when the probability of A is the highest possible while its Lebesgue measure is the smallest possible, this is a minimum volume set (mvs). The excess mass function has been studied since 1980 [Har87, MS91] and more recently by [Pol95, Pol97, Pol99] . The authors principally concentrate on the estimation of level sets or density contour clusters of pdf s and tests for multimodality. Level sets of a pdf are estimated by shapes, such as convex hulls, that contain the part of observations x i s such that f (x i ) ≥ y, i.e., falling inside of the level set. In this paper we focus on one-dimensional pdf s although the theoretical results can be easily extended for more dimensions. For one dimensional pdf s, the calculation of the level sets of a pdf has a low computational complexity. For more than one dimension, the computational complexity grows exponentially becoming a complex problem [KLRK97, LK97] . The mvs approach has also been used in forecasting with one dimensional conditional density functions [Hyn95, PY00, NnG02] . A mvs in a class of measurable sets C for a error α is defined in [PY00] as
where F α = {B : B ∈ C, P(B) ≥ α} and P is a probability measure.
In this paper we take a slightly different approach. The minimum volume sets mvs are introduced through the equivalent idea of maximum density sets. From this starting point we provide a proof of the above proposition and extend the result for discontinuous density functions. For a given error 1 − α, we also show what conditions the density function has to verify such that the mvs is unique (apart from null Lebesgue subsets) and thus equal to the level set A y such that P(A y ) = α. Finally, we investigate the minimum volume approach in the context of random set theory. If the parameter α is itself a random variable, the corresponding level set describes a closed random set. Its single point coverage function defines a possibility measure which describes the possibility for any value in the support of the random variable to belong to the corresponding set of possible values or mvs. We prove that this possibility measure is a generalization of the probability-possibility transformation suggested by Dubois in [DPS93] for piece-wise strictly monotone probability density functions, when parameter α is a uniform random variable.
In this paper we will limit the scope to random variables which have a probability density function,
i.e., the measure induced by those random variables is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure.
Definition 1 We define the class of sets
that B is distinct from the Borel algebra on R.
For the sake of simplicity we restrict the class of pdf s considered to those with A y ∈ B. Noting that these, cover most practical situations.
Distribution function of the level cuts of a pdf
In this section, the probability distribution function of the level cuts ξ( · ) of f ( · ) is introduced. This mapping characterizes the relationship between the corresponding level sets of a pdf and their probability. 
Definition 2
We define the distribution function of the level sets of the pdf as the mapping
In Figure 1 , some examples of ξ( · ) for differently shaped probability density functions are shown. Note that ξ( · ) follows certain patterns depending on the shape of f ( · ). As well as of being a tool to visualize the uncertainty of variable x, ξ( · ) is useful to prove the relationship between the mvs and level sets of the f ( · ) in the next section. The following theorems and corollaries describe the shape of ξ( · ) depending on the shape of f ( · ). The proofs can be found in the Appendix: 
Theorem 2 If for all
from the right at y.
• f ( · ) has a nonzero derivative or local minimum point at
from the left at y.
• Otherwise ξ( · ) is not differentiable from either side. 
Corrollary 2 If f ( · ) is continuous and piece-wise strictly monotone, then ξ( · ) is continuous from point
. See cases 1, 2 and 3 of Figure 1 . Figure 1 . In this section we define mvs according to the idea that a mvs must have the highest "density of probability" among the sets that have the same probability. Thus, prior to this we need to define the probability "density-set" function for any A ∈ B.
Corrollary 4 If f ( · ) is a histogram, then ξ( · ) is piece-wise constant. See the last case in
Definition 3 The probability "set-density" function D( · ) of a random variable x is defined as
For the empty set
Note that
where
Note that F (x) = f (x) almost everywhere since variable x is absolutely continuous. Even for those x for which F ( · ) is not differentiable, it makes sense to define D({x}) as f (x). Although for a finite set with more than one value this limit does not exist the density-set function is defined here as
In what follows we prove that the range of
* For any A ∈ B, we have that
A f (x)dx ≤ λ(A) · sup x∈A {f (x)} ⇐⇒ P(A) λ(A) ≤ sup x∈A {f (x)} ≤ sup f .
Definition 4 The minimum volume class of sets (mvcs) of a random variable x is defined, for any
where P(B) is the power set of B and A α = {A : A ∈ B, P(A) = α}.
The definition provided in this paper is slightly different than the one given in [PY00] . For C equal to B both definitions coincide for α ∈ (0, 1]. When α = 0 the mvcs is
This contrasts with the definition of minimum volume set of Equation (2). Supposing that class C is equal to class B and α is equal to zero we have
i.e., the mvcs is composed by any finite set of real numbers.
The following theorem states that a level set of a pdf is a mvs.
It is of great interest to know the conditions to be verified by a pdf such that for a value for parameter α, there exists a level cut y and A y ∈ MVC(α). These conditions are summarized in the following two corollaries
Note that λ f −1 (y) > 0 is equivalent to say that there exist A ⊂ R such that λ(A) > 0 and ∀x ∈ A, 
Definition 5 The minimum volume set for a given α is defined as
MVS : Img(ξ) ⊆ [0, 1] −→ B α −→ {x : f (x) ≥ ξ −1 (α)} = A ξ −1 (α) .(10)
This is another definition of a level set expressed in terms of the corresponding parameter α instead of the level cut y. Note that for a given α, M V S(α) exists and consequently belongs to M V C(α) iff there
exist a y such that P (A y ) = α.
Probability-Volume Plot of the Level sets of a pdf
Two important parameters deserve our attention when choosing a set A of the domain of a variable as the set of "possible" values: α and λ(A). The final decision may be a compromise between both parameters since an increment of one results in an increment of the other and vice versa. A probability-volume plot 5 might then be useful to understand the relation between both parameters and allows us to find the mvs that better suits our enquiry.
Definition 6 The volume function of the level cuts of a pdf is defined as
δ : [0, sup f ] −→ R + y −→ λ(A y ) .
Definition 7 Thus a probability-volume plot is given by the composite function
Estimation of the level sets is beyond the aim of this paper but some methods for estimation of level sets of pdf s can be found in [Har87, Pol95] . The function δ • ξ −1 ( · ) is introduced with the aim to provide a visual tool to help us to decide the level of confidence and/or the volume for the mvs.
can be easily estimated from a sample of data without prior estimation of the level sets. In Figure 2 we provide an example. A kernel density estimator f n ( · ) with 50 two-dimensional Gaussian kernels with a bandwidth parameter equal to 0.15 is shown in the top row, the sample of 50 data and the contour plot with 10 level sets in the middle row, and an estimator of the probability-volume plot in the bottom row are shown. For each possible level cut y ∈ [0, sup f n ], we estimate δ(y) and ξ(y) by
where x r1 , . . . , x ri , . . . , x rnr are a sample of independent data uniformly distributed in the rectangle 
Examples
The methodology of summarizing a pdf into a mvs or level set, applies to any random variable with pf d. For a random variable with a unimodal and symmetric pdf this method provides similar results to traditional methods based on the mean squared error cost function. However it differs from classical methods for random variables with multimodal and asymmetric pdf , providing a different approach. In what follows, this is illustrated for two practical cases.
Old Faithfull geyser
The data set consists of 107 observations of time intervals between eruptions of the Old Faithfull geyser [Sil86] . The density function is estimated with a Gaussian kernel estimator with bandwidth parameter equal to 2.5 (top row of Figure 3 ). In the second row, the distribution of the level cuts is shown. It is non-differentiable in two points, which correspond to the local minimum and local maximum of the pdf .
Between these two points the corresponding level sets are composed by two intervals. In the last row, the probability-volume plot is shown. It assists us in deciding which level set is best to summarize the support of x according to our probability and/or volume preference. For example if we want to bound the next eruption inside an interval of 2 seconds, the probability is 0.77, which is the probability for the Figure 4 , top row left, the pixels inside the circle forming a spot). The quantification of the spots, to obtain a single number representing the gene, is usually done by taking the median or mean of the pixel intensities within each spot. In this application it is important to summarize the whole distribution of the pixels within a spot into a single value since a microarray experiment could contain more than 10000 of these spots. Thus it is preferable to deal with single values rather than pdf s. Intervals could be a feasible option too. The methodology of using mvs for summarizing the distribution of the intensities within a spot would tell us that the mode of the distribution is the most probable intensity, providing a different approach than taking the mean or the median values. In the second and third row of Figure 4 , the distribution function of the level cuts and the probability volume plot for the pdf are shown. In this application we also found interesting that the mvs approach can be used to eliminate outliers, i.e., very low or very high intensity pixels produced by the scanner that generated the images.
For example by taking the parameter α equal to 0.95 and recalculating the pdf .
Relationship of the mvs with random set theory
In this section we briefly discuss an interesting relationship of the level sets with random set theory In what follows, we suppose that f ( · ) is continuous and piece-wise strictly monotone so that MVS(α)
exists for all α ∈ [0, 1]. Under this condition, MVS(α) is a closed set since it includes its boundary, i.e., f −1 (y) where y ∈ [0, sup f ] such that P(A y ) = α. If the level of confidence α is a random variable, the corresponding level set ξ −1 (α) or A y with P(A y ) = α is a closed random set. This appears in real world problems when the error 1 − α for the forecast depends on subjective information such as the belief of a group of experts about which one is the appropriate error 1 − α. We refer to subjective information as the belief of an individual or a group of individuals about the proper value for the probability of the set of possible values, expressed in terms of a random variable. According to [Mat75] the probability distribution, P MVS ( ), is determined by a Choquet capacity T MVS ( • ) such that
where C K = {C : C ∈ C, C ∩ K = ∅}, C is the set of closed sets 6 of R and K is the set of compact sets of R and P α is the probability distribution of α. Consider the level cut
corresponding to a level of confidence α o . From (3) we find that
Note that α o is the highest level of confidence achieved by a MVS(α) such that MVS(α) ∩ K = ∅. Thus we have for the Choquet capacity (12),
Alternatively, in terms of the cumulative distribution F α ( · ),
Thus, the single point coverage function, π MVS ( · ) of MVS( · ) is calculated by the capacity T MVS (K)
6 Note that the class of set C in this section has no relation with the previous sections where the same symbol C was used.
with k = {x}, ∀x ∈ R, i.e.,
Consider a x o ∈ R, then y o = f (x o ) and ξ(y o ) = α o , i.e., α o is corresponding to a level of confidence for y o . α o is the highest level of confidence achieved by a MVS(α) such that x ∈ MVS(α) and we obtain the same results as for the Choquet capacity (13) and (14):
Alternatively, in terms of the cumulative distribution F α ( · )
For any x o in the domain of x, π MVS (x o ) is the probability of x o belonging to the mvs of x, MVS( · ), w.r.t. to the distribution of probability α. MVS( · ) is therefore a nested random set [Dem67, Sha76] . The corresponding plausibility function, applied to singletons {x}, defines the possibility measure π MVS ( · )
for any x ∈ R to belong to the mvs. These considerations are of importance to and discussed in the areas of fuzzy systems and possibility theory [DP86, Ngu78, Wol98, Wol01] . The points for which the pdf achieves the supreme, have probability one to belong to MVS( · ) independently on how α is distributed.
In others words, the possibility π MVS ( · ) for these points is equal to one:
i.e., the mvs MVS( · ) for α are those points x for which the probability to belong to the mvs MVS( · ), is greater than 1 − F α (α). Note that when 1 − F α (α) increases, the mvs converges to the supremum of f ( · ). Thus, we deal with another interpretation for the mvs MVS( · ) when α is unknown; "the random variable x could be summarized by the set E of those points x whose probability to belong to the mvs is greater that certain threshold ρ".
To summarize the random variable in a single value it also makes sense to choose the point whose probability to belong to the mvs is equal to one. The maximum of π MVS (x) is achieved at the same points that the maximum of f ( · ) is obtained. In Figure 5 , 
Dubois et al. proved that for a unimodal continuous probability density function f ( · ), the most specific 7 possibility measure Π( • ) that dominates 8 the probability P( • ) has associated a possibility
If α is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1] we have that
which is similar to the probability-possibility transformation of Equation (15) proposed in [DPS93] . In what follows we prove that the possibility measure defined by C MVS (A) = max A π MVS for all A ⊆ R, satisfies the three transformation properties described in the previous section and consequently extends the result of Dubois et al. to continuous piece-wise strictly monotone pdf s.
Firstly, we show that
Secondly, let as prove that π MVS ( · ) satisfies the reference preservation. Let
Thirdly, we prove that C MVS ( · ) is the most specific measure that dominates P( • ). Suppose that there exists another possibility Π( • ) more specific than C MVS ( · ), i.e.,
where π( · ) is the possibility distribution associated with Π( • ), and such that it satisfies the two previous principles. Equation (16) implies that there exist at least one
which is a contradiction to the supposition that Π( • ) dominates P( • ). Note that the second equality is satisfied since we supposed that π( · ) satisfies the principle of preference preservation. Thus, we conclude that C MVS ( • ) is the most specific possibility distribution that dominates the probability measure P( • ).
Conclusions
The relationship between the level sets and the minimum volume sets of a probability density function is studied in this paper. The results obtained are restricted to the class of set B. Nevertheless, these cover the most realistic situations for applications. As a further work one could extend this result for the Borel algebra. To prove the main result of this paper which includes the theorem and the three corollaries of Section 3 we needed to define the distribution function of the level cuts of a pdf . This function is itself an interesting tool with the feature that can be visualized for all the pdf s independently of their dimensionality. In the Appendix we provide several theorem showing how the shape and properties of a pdf characterize the shape and properties of the corresponding distribution of the level cuts and vice versa.
Another interesting tool introduced is the probability-volume plot. Before estimating the set of "possible" values of a random variable it is interesting to estimate probability-volume plot which helps us to decide the probability parameter α in relation to the volume and vice versa.
The representative set of the mvcs given by the functional M V S( · ) for continuous and piece-wise strictly pdf s defines a random set when parameter α is a random variable. Consequently, level sets of a pdf are related to random set theory. We extended the most specific probability-possibility transformation of Dubois et al. [DPS93] to continuous piece-wise strictly monotone pdf s.
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Some results of real analysis and measure theory are used in the proofs for the theorems of this Appendix.
For more details about these results, see for example [Bil79] and [Whi68] . The following series of theorems refer to the case in which x is a continuous random variable in R, i.e., for all x in R, P(x = x) = 0. We will suppose that A y ∈ B. Note that most of practical cases of continuous random variables, the pdf s verify this property.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let
Proof of Theorem 2
Let be y ∈ (0, sup f ). Then,
thus ξ( · ) is locally strictly decreasing at y.
Proof of Theorem 3
From Theorem (1) it is enough to prove that ξ( · ) is continuous from the right.
Proof of Theorem 4
Let {x 1 , . . . , x n } = f −1 (y) and f i ( · ) the restriction of f ( · ) at the neighbourhood of x i . The derivative of ξ( · ) from the right at y is
Without loss of generality we suppose that f ( · ) is locally increasing at x i , ∀i, i.e., f (x i ) > 0. Since f i ( · ) are bijections and by substituting x = f −1 i (t) we have that
By partial integration
we obtain
.
If f ( · ) is locally decreasing at points x i we then obtain instead − y f (xi) . Thus, finally
where function sign( · ) takes 1 or −1 according to the sign of the argument. For the derivative by the left ξ (y − ) the same reasoning applies and equation (17) is also obtained. Since f (x i ) is nonzero, ξ (y) exists and it is equal to equation (17).
Proof of Theorem 5
Suppose that x j is the only local maximum in f −1 (y). Then from Theorem 4 the lateral derivatives of ξ( · ) at y are
and
Thus, ξ (y + ) exist and ξ (y − ) does not exist since f (x j ) is equal to zero. Similar reasoning applies if there is a local minimum, several local maximum and/or several local minimum in f −1 (y). 
Proof of Corollary

Proof of Corollary 3
∀y, z ∈ (y 1 , y 2 ) ⇒ {x : f (x) ≥ y} = {x : f (x) ≥ z} ⇒ ξ(y) = ξ(z).
Proof of Corollary 4
If f ( · ) is a histogram, then ξ −1 (α) exists iff y ∈ {y 1 , . . . , y n } which is the range of f ( · ) ordered from the largest to the smallest. Thus the intervals of the form (y i , y i+1 ), i = 1, . . . , n − 1, are such that
piece-wise constant.
Proof of Corollary 5
This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.
Proof of Theorem 6
Implication ⇒. 
Let us suppose that
which is a contradiction since P( 
Implication ⇐
It is trivial by the definition of MVC(α).
Proof of Corollary 6
According to Theorem 3 y ∈ [0, sup f ] such that λ f −1 (y) = 0 ⇒ ξ( · ) is continuous at y. Thus,
Proof of Corollary 7
From Theorem 3 we have that when λ f Figure 2: Probability-volume plot of the set mvs MVS( · ) for a two dimensional process. A kernel estimator of a sample of 50 data on the top, the sample of data and some level sets of the kernel estimator in the second row and the estimator of the probability-volume plot in the bottom row. 
